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The highlights of the Astronomy 2010 Decadal Survey

(JWST en route)
(LIGO)

(LSST, Roman en route)
(Gaia)

(EDGES, Paper, HERA++)



Let’s take the CMB as an example case…



What did we expect 10 years ago?

May 2009

Planck satellite launched with Herschel



0907.4303



0905.1651

The systematics work was already in full force 



ACT, SPT 
already 

developing 
polarization 
experiments

BICEP, ABS were taking data



Ok, so what about in 2005? astro-ph/0508293

“For example, to detect T /S = 10−3 at 3σ we 
need to observe 15% of the sky and if that is 
chosen to be the cleanest region of the sky 
then the dust polarization in this region needs 
to be cleaned at 0.1% level of its intensity.”

Perhaps 
slightly more 

optimism 
about 

delensing and 
foregrounds



“For example, to detect T /S = 10−3 at 3σ we 
need to observe 15% of the sky and if that is 
chosen to be the cleanest region of the sky 
then the dust polarization in this region needs 
to be cleaned at 0.1% level of its intensity.”

1405.0871



astro-ph/0511161

We estimated 
tight errors on 
neutrino mass



Expected errors from next-gen CMB telescopes

But this is hard!



What did we I learn from 10 years ago?

1. Polarization is hard 
2. Planck released amazing maps, spectra and parameters 
3. Foreground science made possible by Planck 
4. lower sigma8 made science with clusters harder 
5. Ground-based experiments performed really well 
6. Lots of innovation from balloons 



Slide from Silvia Galli
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Slide from Gina Panopalou

New studies of magnetic fields with starlight polarization 
Effelsberg-Bonn HI Survey



Slide from Susan Clark

And GALFA-HI



Slide from Debabrata Adak

New studies of dust emmision on 
galactic caps with Effelsberg-Bonn 
HI Survey



Slide from Mike Jones

C-BASS provides low-frequency anchor on 
foreground emission - high S/N detection of 
polarization angle distribution



See talks from 



See talks from 

Slide from Jose Alberto Rubino-Martin
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Mantz et al. 2019 Cluster white paper
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Planck collaboration 2019 1905.05777



Slide from Ben Racine
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SPIDER balloon



Slide from Jeff Filippini’s
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1. Polarization is hard 
2. Planck released amazing maps, spectra and parameters 
3. Foreground science made possible by Planck 
4. lower sigma8 made science with clusters harder 
5. Ground-based experiments performed really well 
6. Lots of innovation from balloons 
7. There are lots more experiments about to start taking 

data! 
8. People are excited about new physics beyond SM 

What did we I learn from 10 years ago?



Slide from Yuto Minimani



Slide from Mathieu Remazeilles

1907.00916



So where are we now?
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So where are we now?
You are now experts thanks 

to Adam Riess’s talk!



Tensions not 
only in H0, 
interesting 

comparisons 
between 
clustering 

probes - see 
Aaron 

Roodman’s 
talk 



Our recent 
paper shows 

that 
independent of 
Planck, we see 

tension with 
low-z probes

Aiola et al. 2020



Tensions are good…

…if they push us to new systematics analyses 
and make us question assumptions.

see Jodi 
Cooley’s talk



Ways to find tensions…
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Ways to address tensions…

Refine your 
systematics

Redo analysis

Take new data

Change cosmology



Spergel, Flauger, Hlozek 2015

Re-analysis of Planck data found issues in the 2013 data set

Redo 
analysis



Chang et al. 2019

Re-analysis of 
published data with 

unifed pipeline

Redo 
analysis



Leane & Slatyer 2020

modelling of 
astrophysics is critical: 
see Tracy Slatyer’s talk!



Take 
new data

The foreground cleaning frm Spergel, Flauger, 
Hlozek 2015 wasn’t the issue - but it meant we 
used a different data combination than Planck 
published.

A combination of more data + refined analysis choices 
meant the discrepancy went away in 2015.

Redo 
analysis
Refine your 
systematics

Planck Collaboration 2015



Take 
new data

Farr et al. 2019

see Daniel Holz’s talk



Change 
cosmology

Poulin et al. 2019



see Tim Tait’s talk

Change 
cosmology



So what’s next?

- dark energy through Type Ia Supernovae (IR capabilities) 
- weak lensing 
- exoplanets



Video: NASA/Roman Space Telescope

Nancy Grace Roman Telescope



Video: JPL/SPHEREx

SPHEREx



Simons Observatory



SO surveys
effective fsky ~ 10%

effective fsky ~ 40%
maximal overlap w/  
LSST, large overlap  

w/ DESI

for SO noise and 
coverage, dedicated 

delensing survey 
not required





Vera C. Rubin Observatory

Video: Rubin Observatory



We are planning for the next decade now!



Future outlook
combinations of data (within fields) are key 

 how do we process systematics?  
how do we test for consistency?  
how do we cross-correlate data? 

combinations of data across fields:  
particle physics constraints vs. cosmology constraints 
exclusions vs. detections 
combined analysis 

model building 
low-hanging fruit may be gone, but new ideas abound 
what have we missed? 
what assumptions need to be overturned?


